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Cedar Creek Anticline, located on the southwestern flank of the Williston Basin, will un-
dergo carbon dioxide (CO2) enhanced oil recovery operations (EOR) in the near future. The
target reservoir is unit 4 of the Red River Formation within Cabin Creek Field at approx-
imately 9,000 feet below the surface. The objective of this reservoir characterization study
includes understanding the heterogeneity within the reservoir and its potential influence on
the CO2 flood. Available data consist of a 2014 3D compressional wave seismic survey and
borehole measurements from 27 wells existing within, or in close proximity to, the study area.
An anisotropic rock physics model was developed to predict the reservoir’s matrix and
fluid effects on the seismic properties. Variations in porosity and pore shape dominate the
compressional signal (P-wave) of the Red River reservoirs; while changes in pressure, min-
eralogy, and fracture density have a secondary effect on the signal.
Reservoir heterogeneity is characterized from the inverted elastic volumes using a con-
ventional simultaneous inversion and facies-based pre-stack inversion method applied to the
Cabin Creek seismic dataset. Reservoir facies are dolomite rich with low acoustic impedance
and velocity ratio (Vp/Vs) compared to non-reservoir facies that are calcite rich character-
ized with high acoustic impedance and Vp/Vs ratio. Porosity quantified using the facies-
based inversion elastic volumes and the rock physics model is similar to the mean interval
porosity from logs, while porosity calculated using simultaneous inversion elastic volumes is
under-predicted with respect to the expected porosity values. In this study, the facies-based
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Carbonate rocks hold more than 60% of the world’s oil reserves and make up approxi-
mately 20% of the recorded sedimentary rock (Chopra et al., 2005). However, only 40% of
the current production is coming from carbonate reservoirs due to reservoir heterogeneity.
Characterizing the reservoir’s properties and behavior is important for the industry to pro-
duce them more efficiently.
Traditional primary recovery and waterflooding have recovered about a third of the oil
in-place in discovered US fields. Enhanced oil recovery with carbon dioxide (CO2) flooding
aims at targeting the remaining 410 billion barrels of stranded oil. According to Advanced
Resources International (2015), 280 billion barrels of oil within US basins are technically
favorable for CO2-EOR. In addition, government incentives such as tax credits related to
carbon capture storage (CCS) projects are encouraging companies to further invest in CO2
EOR operations and research. Hence, it is essential to characterize the reservoir properties
and storage capacity in order to predict the impact of the injected CO2 and monitor the
reservoirs behavior via appropriate time-lapse geophysical studies.
Compared to siliciclastic rocks, carbonate rocks tend to be significantly distinct and
complicated due to their heterogeneous and complex microstructure. The rock properties
are highly dependent on the depositional environment, diagenesis, compaction, pore system,
and fracture network. Several petroleum and geophysics publications focus on understand-
ing CO2 behavior at several orders of magnitude scales ranging from microscopic and core
scale (centimeter) at the laboratory level to pilot and field implementation (several km2)
scales. In addition, previous studies focused on characterizing relatively shallow carbonate
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reservoirs, approximately 5,000 ft deep or less, using core measurements to calibrate rock
physics models, borehole logs, and time-lapse multicomponent seismic surveys as the CO2
flood is conducted (Adam and Batzle, 2008; Benson and Davis, 2000; Chen, 2006; Davis and
Benson, 2004; Jenner, 2001; Khatiwada, 2009; Reasnor, 2001; Yamamoto, 2003).
Valuable rock-fluid information is encoded into seismic amplitudes, frequencies and phase
properties (Meckel, 2018). Calibration of rock data to seismic provides a valuable tool to
interpret the reservoir’s properties such as mineralogy, lithology, pore system, fractures and
geomechanical properties. Since the 1950s, several petrophysical models have been devel-
oped to characterize the reservoir properties. These models include mixing laws for composite
material such as Voigt-Reuss-Hill average moduli estimator, effective media moduli such as
Kuster-Toksöz Formulation, self-consistent approximation, and differential effective media
due to the pore system. Fractures are described using Hudson’s model or Eshelby-Cheng
model for cracked anisotropic media. Fluid effects on wave propagation are included in
various models such as Biot’s theory, Gassmann’s fluid substitution, Brown and Korringa’s
formulation for mixed mineralogy, and Mavko-Jisba relations. All models are based on a set
of assumptions and limitations and are calibrated using core measurements and experiments
(Mavko et al., 2009). In this thesis, I selection the modified DEM model due to the assump-
tion of a grain supported rock. The limitation of the modified DEM model is the inclusion
of isolated pores into the host rock causing zero permeability.
Simultaneous pre-stack inversion method uses multiple offset or angle stacks and associ-
ated wavelets to invert for elastic properties, such as impedance, velocity, density, Poisson’s
ratio, incompressibility (λ), and rigidity (µ). Zoeppritz (1919) first solved the equations for
the reflection of an acoustic wave incident on a surface, which gave a non-linear formula-
tion for the P-wave reflectivity at a given angle. Aki and Richards (1980); Bortfeld (1961);
Fatti et al. (1994); Smith and Gidlow (1987); Wiggins et al. (1984), and Gray et al. (1999)
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derived linear approximations suitable for small angle and small contrast inversions. In all
simultaneous inversion methods, a low-frequency model (LFM) is required for an absolute
seismic inversion to include the missing low frequencies in seismic data. Low-frequency mod-
els are built from interpolating between well logs that can lead to the generation of bull’s eye.
Newly developed facies-based inversion method builds the optimal LFM model based on the
LFM for each of the expected facies. The new inversion involves inverting the seismic for
impedances given the facies and invert the impedances for facies using a Bayesian scheme.
The LFM is an output of the inversion, not an input. Recent publications show applications
of the facies-based inversion to relatively thick clastic reservoirs to differentiate between the
sand and shale intervals at Forties Field and Willem survey offshore Northwest Australia
(Kemper and Waters, 2018; Naeini and Exley, 2016).
1.1 Research Objectives
This thesis focuses on characterizing the Red River Formation within Cedar Creek Field,
Cedar Creek Anticline in the Williston Basin. The reservoirs are composed of thin interbed-
ded dolomitic intervals at depths ranging between 8,750ft and 9,250 ft below the surface.
The main research objectives include understanding the reservoir’s heterogeneity and reser-
voir properties, identifying fracture and faults sets within the reservoir, generating a static
reservoir model from seismic and wells, and modeling the impact of the rock physics pa-
rameters and CO2 flood on the reflectivity of multicomponent synthetic waves. To achieve
these objectives, my research workflow is divided into two main parts. The first part focuses
on petrophysical and formation evaluation from wells to build a rock physics model. The
second part is to examine and invert the seismic data to quantify and interpret the reservoir
parameters.
1.1.1 Petrophysical and Formation Evaluation
Formation evaluation plays a critical element for understanding the subsurface. Rock and
fluid composition is quantified by optimizing simultaneous equations of input log measure-
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ments such as gamma ray, bulk density, neutron porosity, volumetric photoelectric factor,
sonic, and resistivity. Based on the log type, an input weight and uncertainty value, typically
1.5% of expected range, are assigned within the mineralogical inversion. I apply the Techlog
Quanti.Elan module to invert for rock and fluid content.
In the absence of core measurements, I develop a new rock physics model workflow based
on available borehole measurements. The model applies the modified differential effective
medium (DEM) theory, Hudson’s model for cracked media, and Gassmann’s anisotropic fluid
substitution equation to generate a horizontal transverse isotropic (HTI) model. The HTI
matrix is parametrized using the linear slip theory and dipole sonic logs. Then, Gassmann’s
anisotropic fluid substitution equation is applied to convert the saturated stiffness matrix
into a dry matrix to calculate the fracture density and elastic moduli. The modified DEM
model is used to invert for pore shape and critical porosity. In previous literature studies, the
critical porosity was not taken into consideration which causes errors when using the DEM
model due to the fact that 100% porosity inclusion into host material is not possible. The
developed rock physics model provides the ability to predict compressional and shear (fast
and slow) velocity variation due to changes in the rock composition and convert inverted
elastic properties from seismic into quantifiable, properties such as porosity.
1.1.2 Seismic Pre-stack Inversion Methods
I evaluate and compare a conventional simultaneous and newly developed facies-based
pre-stack inversion methods applied to the Cabin Creek dataset. The pre-stack inversion
applies the Smith, Gidlow and Fatti approximation (Fatti et al., 1994; Smith and Gidlow,
1987) to solve for acoustic impedance, shear impedance, and density. Angle stacks and
wavelets are the common input for both methods, however, the low frequency model is
an output for the facies-based inversion. To the author’s knowledge, this is the first time
the facies-based inversion method is applied to a deep thin carbonate reservoir to delineate
dolomitic rich (reservoir) versus calcitic rich (non reservoir) intervals.
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1.2 Research Value
Unlike previous studies on developed fields, the anticline is planned to undergo CO2 ter-
tiary operations in a few years providing the operator a unique opportunity to characterize
the reservoir and effectively design and optimize the CO2 EOR operations prior to their
commencement. The product of this research provides the operator a static reservoir model.
Flood simulation modeling based on this static model will assist in identifying the optimal
injector and producer well patterns for injection and production and recognize potential
bypassed pay by waterflood. The value of this research grants the operator a workflow for
potentially improving EOR management early in the life of the project.
Red River production is from commingled zones; consequently, characterizing the entire
formation (>250ft) assists in evaluating the porosity system, residual oil zones, fracture net-
work, and potential CO2 flood pathways. The depth and thickness of the individual benches
of the reservoir are the main challenge and being able to characterize it will be a valuable
contribution to better understand deep carbonate reservoirs.
The methodology integrates recently developed geophysical and rock physics published
methods to robustly characterize the reservoir and adjacent units to assess the geologic for-
mation prior to any CO2 enhanced oil recovery (EOR) operations. The workflow focuses
on understanding the rock physics properties based on borehole measurements and dipole
sonic logs to generate a representative anisotropic reservoir model. The rock physics model
is implemented to convert elastic properties inverted from seismic into quantitative proper-
ties such as porosity and facies. In addition, I examine the conventional simultaneous and
newly developed facies-based pre-stack inversion methods to evaluate which technique pro-
duce rigorous results pertaining to reservoir parameter determination. Although the main
research focus is to characterize and analyze the Red River Unit 4 (RRU4) reservoir, the rock
physics analysis and seismic inversion windows encompasses the adjacent reservoirs in the
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Stony Mountain Formation, Interlake Formation, and Missions Canyon Formation. Finally,
a feasibility study is executed to understand which rock / fluid properties can be detected
with multicomponent seismic and the sensitivity to detect reservoir parameter variations
within the reservoir. Consequently, the outcome of the analysis will help evaluate the need
to acquire multicomponent seismic surveys and conduct time-lapse studies in the future in
conjunction with the start-up of the CO2 flood. The methods developed in this thesis can
be extended to other carbonate reservoirs.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The thesis consists of six chapters in addition to this Introduction. Chapter 2 presents
a general overview on the field location, history, geology and available data. Chapter 3 dis-
cusses the Red River Formation evaluation focusing on the mineral and fluid composition,
inversion process to parameterize and calibrate the rock physics model, and forward model
to determine rock properties effects on compressional velocity, shear velocity, and density.
Chapter 4 focuses on petrophysical and sensitivity analysis to analyze the compressional
and shear velocity response at a certain interval due to rock composition changes at an ad-
jacent Red River zone. Chapter 5 inverts the seismic data using conventional simultaneous
and recently established facies-based pre-stack inversion methods in conjunction with the
developed rock physics model to quantify facies and porosity variation at the RRU4. Fi-
nally, Chapter 6 summarizes the results and main conclusions of the research and provides




Cabin Creek research focuses on characterizing the Red River unit 4 reservoir. In this
chapter, I present the general basin depositional environment and the location of the Cabin
Creek Field within the Cedar Creek Anticline. An overview of the field’s history, geologic
setting, and available data to conduct the petrophysical and seismic analysis is presented.
2.1 Williston Basin
The Williston Basin is a cratonic basin located on the western shelf of the Paleozoic North
American craton. The basin is currently an elliptical structural depression below the Great
Plains of the United States and Canada. It covers approximately 133,000 mi2 (345,000 km2)
across parts of Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Saskatchewan and Manitoba. The
sedimentation history in the basin began during Upper Cambrian. Carbonate deposition
dominated in the Paleozoic and clastic deposition in the Mesozoic and Cenozoic (Gerhard
et al., 1982). Carbonate rocks deposited during the Paleozoic are stacked and cyclic in na-
ture with minor or extensive erosional or non-depositional hiatuses that resulted in numerous
unconformities. During hiatuses, primary and secondary dissolution, deposition of anhydrite
beds, and secondary dolomitization of limestone occurred. The Mesozoic and Cenozoic clas-
tic sediments were deposited in different environments such as continental, shoreline and
basinal environments (Anna et al., 2013). The different depositional environments and sed-
imentation sequences during the Paleozoic are related to the relatively shallow water level
within the Williston Basin.
The Williston Basin development, structural configuration, sedimentation and thermal
patterns are linked to the Precambrian basement geologic history (Anna et al., 2013). The
Trans-Hudson orogenic belt and the northeast-southwest trending Proterozoic lineament
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and structural zones are two major components related to the basin evolution. According
to Green et al. (1985), a north-south trending strike-strip fault system or assemblage de-
veloped when the Trans-Hudson belt sutured the Archean Superior craton to the Archean
Wyoming craton. During the Neoproterozoic, rejuvenation of the Precambrian structures
formed north-south and northwest-southeast oriented features that were precursors to struc-
tures or zones of weakness that affected the sedimentation and produced the Cedar Creek,
Nesson, Little Knife, and Billings Anticline (Anna et al., 2013). This thesis focuses on
reservoir characterization of the Red River Formation within the Cedar Creek Anticline and
specifically the Cabin Creek Field.
2.1.1 Cedar Creek Anticline
The Cedar Creek Anticline located on the southwestern flank of the Williston Basin is a
major anticlinal structure that extends linearly about 145 miles (233 km) at a N30oW strike
from northwest of Glendive, Montana to west of Buffalo, South Dakota. The anticline width
varies between 2 to 6 miles. The surface fold is strongly asymmetric where the southwest
flank dips with angles varying between 4o and 40o while the northeast flank dips at an-
gles less than 1o (Clement, 1987). Cedar Creek Anticline encompasses approximately 2,000
mi2 (5,180 km2) and contains fourteen hydrocarbon producing fields that are a collection of
structural traps associated with various faulting styles (Figure 2.1a). According to Denbury
(2018), the estimated oil in place is over 4 billion barrels distributed within the Red River
Formation (75%), Stony Mountain (10%), Interlake Formation (10%) and Madison Group
(5%) out of which 11% of oil in place was recovered as of 2010. The estimated total oil
recoverable reserves in the Red River Formation in the Cedar Creek Anticline (see Figure
2.1b) due to CO2 enhanced oil recovery is estimated at 196 million barrels of oil.
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2.1.2 Cabin Creek Field
The Cabin Creek Field is one of 14 hydrocarbon fields on the Cedar Creek Anticline.
It was initially discovered in May 1953 and was developed by Shell until 1998 starting
with primary production followed by water flooding beginning in the late 1950s. In 1999,
Encore purchased Shell interests and focused on infill drilling. In 2010, Denbury acquired
Encore’s interests in the field. The proved oil and natural gas reserves in the Cedar Creek
Anticline, as of December 2016, was 78 MMBbls and 15 Bcf, respectively, with an average
daily oil and gas production of 16,000 bbls/d and 1,630 Mcf/d (Denbury, 2017). Based
on the public information present on Conservation Montana Board of Oil and Gas website,
there are 247 wells drilled in the Cabin Creek Field that are either producers (oil and gas),
injectors, or dry holes. Production is mainly from the Ordovician Red River, Silurian Stony
Mountain, Interlake, and Mississippian Mission Canyon Formations. Within Cabin Creek
Field, approximately 6% of the annual oil production was extracted from the Red River
dolomite reservoirs in 2017 (Figure 2.2). In this study, out of the 247 wells only 21 wells
within the Cabin Creek Field are included in this study since they penetrate through the Red
River Formation and have a suitable well log suite to facilitate the research investigation.
2.2 Geological Setting
The Ordovician Red River Formation is an important reservoir interval at depths ranging
between 5,000 ft and 9,000 ft below sea level in the Cedar Creek Anticline. As illustrated in
the stratigraphic column (Figure 2.3a), the Red River Formation conformably overlies the
Winnipeg Formation and is overlain by Stony Mountain Formation and Interlake Forma-
tion. It is composed of shallow marine carbonate, anhydrite and salt sedimentation cycles.
Ordovician sediments are deposited in the Tippecanoe sequence defined as a transgression-
regression first-order eustatic sea level change. Cyclic changes within the Red River Forma-
tion are related to a combination of second-order eustatic sea-level changes and third-order
and fourth-order cycles resulting from tectonic activity (Anna, 2013). Each cycle within
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Figure 2.1: Cedar Creek Anticline fields in Montana. (a) The study area is Cabin Creek
Field highlighted in red (Modified from Conservation Montana Board of Oil and Gas (2018)).
(b) Schematic representation of Cedar Creek Anticline reservoir units (Denbury, 2018).
the Red River Formation contains basal shelf limestone overlain by laminated dolomite and
caped by anhydrite. The Stony Mountain Formation consists of interbedded calcareous
shales and argillaceous limestones while the Interlake Formation is dominated by dolomitic
mudstones and dolomites (Gerhard et al., 1990).
The Red River reservoirs are dolomite and dolomitic limestone bioclastic buildups and
tidal flat dolomites (Peterson, 1995). The primary source rocks are the organic-rich marine
shales and shaly carbonates interbedded with carbonate and evaporite beds in the upper
Red River Formation. The secondary source rocks are the Upper Ordovician Stony Moun-
tain Formation. The kerogen in the Red River Formation is Type 1 with 9.07 average by
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Figure 2.2: Annual Cabin Creek oil production (black) in thousand barrels of oil and percent
of oil production from the Red River units (red) between 1986 and 2017. Modified from
Conservation Montana Board of Oil and Gas (2018).
weight (ranges from 5 to 35 percent) total organic carbon (TOC), 728 hydrogen Index, and
22.6 oxygen index (Anna, 2013). The Ordovician source rocks are thermally mature or over
mature in the main parts of the Williston Basin. According to Peterson (1995), oil genera-
tion and migration commenced during Late Paleozoic time, early trapping was stratigraphic,
and further migration took place during the Mesozoic and Cenozoic. The major Red River
traps include the Cedar Creek Anticline and Nesson Anticline where the anhydrite bed are
the main seals. However, in the absence of upper Red River anhydrite beds, the shaly beds
in the Silurian, Devonian, and lower part of the Mississippian rocks are the main seals on
the Cedar Creek Anticline (Peterson, 1995).
The Red River reservoirs are typically subdivided into A, B, C and D units (from youngest
to oldest), see Figure 2.3b. They represent a period of 6 million years of cyclic ”shallowing-
upward” carbonate and evaporite cycles that grade from highly burrowed, open marine lime-
stones through laminated dolomite mudstone into bedded anhydrites (Longman and Haidl,
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1996). The development of porosity in Red River Formation is due to the dolomitization of
these beds. According to Longman and Haidl (1996), the early dolomitization in the Red
River Formation was generated due to subtidal downward seepage of magnesium-rich brines
associated with seepage reflux dolomitization. In this thesis, the Red River Formation is
subdivided into 9 petrophysical units, U1 through U9 that are within A through D zones in
literature. The limestone and anhydrite intervals are U1, U3, U5, U7, and U9 while U2, U4,
U6 and U8 indicate the porous dolomitic intervals.
Furthermore, the faults within the Cedar Creek Anticline are mainly north-south or
northwest-southeast oriented due to the reactivation of the Precambrian fault blocks. The
lithofacies distribution is influenced by the paleostructure resulting from grabens, half-
grabens and horsts. Recurrent movement on basement faults created drape folds in the
overlying sedimentary rocks. Strike-slip faults exist as simple shears and are correlated with
folds, thrust and reverse faults while scissor-type faults are described by reversal of apparent
dip-slip displacement along strike (Anna, 2013).
2.3 Cabin Creek Dataset
Characterization of the Red River dolomitic intervals integrates different datasets. The
Cabin Creek project available data include a high resolution seismic survey and borehole
logs from 27 wells.
2.3.1 Seismic Survey
The P-wave seismic survey was acquired in July 2014 over the Cabin Creek Field (ap-
proximately 44 square miles, Figure 2.4) using a 6 to 96 Hz linear sweep vibroseis and 10Hz
geophones. The bin size in the survey is 55 ft x 55 ft. The sample interval is 2 ms with 2501
samples/trace. Conventional geophysical seismic land processing methods were applied to
these data and the P-wave gathers were migrated using Kirchhoff pre-stack time migration
(PSTM) technique. Cabin Creek seismic gathers required additional pre-processing steps
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Figure 2.3: Williston Basin stratigraphic column illustrating producing zones. (a) Strati-
graphic column (Anna, 2013). (b) Red River Formation is subdivided into A, B, C, and
D members below Stony Mountain Formation where production is from the dolomite units
(purple) and the limestone units (blue) are non-reservoir intervals. Modified from Nesheim
(2016).
including multiple suppression using radon transform, wavelet deconvolution, band pass fil-
tering, and time-variant trim statics to improve data quality (Anderson (2017), personal
communication). Figure 2.5 shows interpreted continuous events across the seismic survey
along with the corresponding formation and age on the stratigraphic column. Figures 2.6
to IL960 illustrates the lateral variation in anticline structure. A 3D view of the mapped
horizons and faults shows the anticlinal structure and the northwest-southeast striking faults
(Figure 2.9). The western margin of the anticline is marked by a zone of basement reverse
faulting that extends to Upper Jurassic or Cretaceous while the eastern flank displays only
minor faulting and dips gently. The Red River target reservoir is a faulted anticlinal struc-
ture (Figure 2.10). Amplitude extractions for the different mapped surfaces shows good
integrity with no acquisition footprint, as shown in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.4: Cabin Creek dataset contains a 44 square miles seismic survey (blue) and 27 wells
(black dots). All seismic extractions are limited to Cabin Creek Field unit (red polygon).
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Figure 2.5: IL170 interpretation across Cabin Creek Field identifying mapped events and
corresponding formation and age on stratigraphic column. Yellow zone highlights interval
of interest. Seismic has a 135o phase rotation applied. Stratigraphic column from Peterson
(1995).
Figure 2.6: IL420 interpretation across Cabin Creek Field. Seismic has a 135o phase rotation
applied.
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Figure 2.7: IL570 interpretation across Cabin Creek Field. Seismic has a 135o phase rotation
applied.
Figure 2.8: IL960 interpretation across Cabin Creek Field. Seismic has a 135o phase rotation
applied.
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Figure 2.9: 3D view of interpreted seismic horizons time structure and available wells. Ver-
tical exaggeration 5:1.
Figure 2.10: 3D view of RRU4 time structure and faults.
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Figure 2.11: RMS amplitude extraction for different horizons mapped in Figure 2.5. From
shallow to deep (a) Niobrara, (b) Greenhorn, (c) Skull Creek, (d) Piper Limestone, (e)
Mission Canyon, (f) Stony Mountain Shale, (g) Red River U4, and (h) Winnipeg Formation.
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Figure 2.12: Location of available wells (dots) colored based on completion decade.
2.3.2 Well Control
The Cabin Creek well dataset includes a suite of well logs from 27 wells; 22 wells are within
the seismic survey and 5 in close proximity to the field. Figure 2.12 shows the location of the
available wells colored by completion decade between 1950s and 2014. Each well contains
a selection of borehole measurements such as caliper, gamma ray, thorium, potassium and
uranium concentrations, density, photoelectric factor (PEF), neutron porosity, resistivity,
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and/or sonic (compressional slowness, fast-shear, slow-
shear and horizontal-shear slowness). Furthermore, the 4 northwest wells incorporate the
most recent drilled and completed wells with a full log suite. Well 42-31 is the key well
referenced in Chapter 3 to evaluate the Red River Formation and remaining wells with
adequate log information are examined in Chapter 4 for the petrophysical and sensitivity
analysis.
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2.4 RRU4 Wedge Model
Red River Unit 4 (RRU4) reservoir thickness varies between 19 ft and 25 ft based on
interpreted zone thickness from 25 wells. The frequency spectrum over the Red River For-
mation ranges between 10 and 70 Hz with an amplitude of 0 to -20 db. A wedge model
was generated from the stratigraphic zones mean compressional velocity and density logs
(Figure 2.13) and a statistical wavelet, calculated from seismic, to determine if RRU4 can
be resolved on the seismic volume. Figure 2.14 displays the wedge model and normalized
amplitude versus thickness for the RRU4 interval. Within Cabin Creek Field, RRU4 thick-
ness is an average of 22 ft with a standard deviation of 1 ft; consequently, it can be detected
on seismic but we cannot resolve the top and base of the interval.
Extracting a RMS, root mean-square, amplitude map across the Red River Formation
shows regions with high amplitude anomalies as illustrated in Figure 2.15. Possible explana-
tions for the cause of the anomalies include saturation changes due to water flood, pore shape
and porosity variation, variable in dolomite / calcite mineralogy fractions, pressure effects,
and fracture intensity across the field. As a result, to delineate the causative parameter(s) a
rock physics model is generated based on the well logs information to establish which effect
is generating these anomalies, as discussed in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.13: Velocity (m/s), density (g/cc) and Reflection Coefficient wedge model input
parameters. RRU4 thickness is varied between 5 and 250 ft.
Figure 2.14: Normalized relative amplitude versus RRU4 wedge thickness. Extraction is at
the top of RRU4 (red dotted line).
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Figure 2.15: RRU4 seismic amplitude extraction. a) IL340 seismic across RRU4. Green
arrows point to amplitude variations within RRU4 interval. Seismic has a 135o phase rotation
applied. b) Seismic amplitude extraction at RRU4.
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CHAPTER 3
RED RIVER FORMATION EVALUATION
Well logs and theoretical models are incorporated to develop a rock physics model for
the Red River Formation. Well 42-31, located northwest of Cabin Creek Field, is a recent
well completed in 2014. It was logged over the Lower Devonian, Silurian, and Ordovician
sedimentary section spanning a 3,000 ft interval (6850 ft to 9888 ft below surface). Well
42-31 is a key well, with borehole measurements that include caliper, gamma ray, thorium,
potassium and uranium concentrations, bulk density, photoelectric factor (PEF), neutron
porosity, resistivity, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and dipole sonic (compressional
slowness, fast-shear, slow-shear and horizontal-shear slowness) utilized to calibrate the rock
physics model.
In this chapter, I present the workflow to determine the Red River Formation mineral
and fluid composition, and discuss the inversion process to compute the rock’s elastic moduli
and crack density, and forward model the effect of porosity, pressure, mineralogy, fracture
density, and fluid saturation on compressional and shear velocity.
3.1 Mineralogy
The Red River Formation mineralogy is analyzed using cross plots and confirmed with lit-
erature including geologic and core descriptions. A neutron-density cross plot demonstrates
the presence of anhydrite beds at shallow depths, a mixture of limestone and dolomite zones,
and clay rich bed at deep intervals (Figure 3.1). A cross plot between the apparent matrix
volumetric photoelectric factor and apparent matrix density over the Red River Formation
indicates dolomite and calcite rich zones with potential small fractions of anhydrite and clay
(Figure 3.2). Furthermore, a thorium-potassium cross plot over intervals with high gamma
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ray (80 API or more) indicates the predominant presence of illite minerals (Figure 3.3).
The principal mineral types expected over the logged intervals determined from the cross
plots are anhydrite, calcite, dolomite, and illite and the fluid content within the pores is
water and oil. Techlog Quanti.Elan module coupled with Archie’s Law is applied to correct
for temperature and pressure effects and invert for the rock lithologic composition. Techlog
Quanti.Elan is a mineralogical inversion function that provides quantitative formation eval-
uation by optimizing simultaneous equations of input log measurements such as gamma ray,
bulk density, neutron porosity, volumetric photoelectric factor, sonic, and resistivity. Fig-
ure 3.4 displays the input logs into the Quanti.Elan module (tracks 1 to 6) and the rock
composition analysis results in Tracks 8 and 9.
Figure 3.1: Bulk density versus neutron porosity cross plot.
3.2 Anisotropic Rock Model
The dipole sonic logs, shown in Figure 3.4 tracks 6 and 7, are an indicator of the de-
gree and type of anisotropy present in the formation. When the slow, fast and horizontal
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Figure 3.2: Apparent matrix density versus apparent matrix volumetric photoelectric factor
cross plot.
Figure 3.3: Thorium versus potassium cross plot.
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Figure 3.4: Well 42-31 log suite. From left to right, track 1 caliper and bitsize, track 2
corrected and spectral gamma ray, track 3, deep and shallow resistivity curves, track 4
neutron porosity and density, track 5 volumetric photoelectric factor, track 6 compressional
slowness, track 7 fast, slow and horizontal shear slowness, track 8 rock mineral composition,
and track 9 clay bound water, oil and water fraction within the pore space.
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shear slowness curves are tracking, this implies isotropic rock (same rock properties in all
directions) as observed in parts of RRU1, RRU5 and RRU7. In addition, when the slow
and horizontal shear slowness curves are tracking and lagging the fast shear slowness curve,
suggesting a horizontal transverse isotropic (HTI) medium with a horizontal symmetry axis,
vertical isotropic plane and a vertical fracture set that is detected by the slow and horizontal
slowness (Figure 3.5). This case is detected in parts of RRU2, RRU4, and RRU6. Finally,
when all shear slowness curves are not tracking then an orthorhombic anisotropic rock is
present. This phenomenon is observed and expected in shale intervals such as the Stony
Mountain Shale.
Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of HTI anisotropic medium and the associated com-
pressional and shear sonic recordings in vertical wells.
The Red River Formation is modeled as a HTI medium with a single fracture set based on
the shear slowness signature. The HTI stiffness matrix is represented by 5 unique coefficients










c11 c13 c13 0 0 0
c13 c33 c23 0 0 0
c13 c23 c33 0 0 0
0 0 0 c44 0 0
0 0 0 0 c66 0









, c23 = c33 − 2c44 (3.1)
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Based on the dipole sonic measurements, three out of the five unique parameters are













According to Schoenberg and Sayers (1995), the total compliance tensor (i.e. inverse
of the stiffness tensor) is the sum of the background compliance and fracture compliance.
Consequently, an HTI medium is equivalent to an isotropic background with a single set of
rotational invariant fractures. If the symmetry axis is parallel to x1 axis, i.e. fractures in the
(x2, x3) plane, then the compliance matrix is given by equation 3.6 where ZN is the normal
fracture compliance and ZT is the tangential fracture compliance. Thus, from equation 3.6,
I invert for the background elastic moduli and normal and tangential fracture compliance.
The background shear modulus (µ) is calculated from the c44 stiffness coefficient while the
tangential compliance (ZT ) is determined from c66 coefficient. For fluid filled cracks, the
normal compliance is approximated to be 10% of the tangential compliance while for gas









































































The background Lamé parameter (λ) is calculated from the inverted compliance matrix
(equation 3.7) and known c33 stiffness coefficient from logs (equation 3.2) using equation 3.8.
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M(1− δN) λ(1− δN) λ(1− δN) 0 0 0
λ(1− δN) M(1− r
2δN) λ(1− rδN) 0 0 0
λ(1− δN) λ(1− rδN) M(1− r
2δN) 0 0 0
0 0 0 µ 0 0
0 0 0 0 µ(1− δT ) 0
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2 + 2Znc33µ+ c33
1 + 4Znµ− Znc33
(3.8)
3.3 Gassmann’s Anisotropic Fluid Substitution
Hudson’s model is based on scattering-theory analysis of the mean wavefield in an elastic
solid with thin, penny-shapped ellipsoidal dry cracks (Hudson, 1980, 1981). Consequently,
the next step is to calculate the dry stiffness effective matrix from the saturated stiffness













(Kmineral/Kfluid)φ(Kmineral −Kfluid)− (Kmineral − csatccdd/9)
(3.9)
where, csaturatedijkl is effective elastic stiffness tensor saturated with pore fluid and c
dry
ijkl is the
effective elastic stiffness tensor of the dry rock. δij is kronecker delta defined as:
δij =
{
1, i = j
0, i 6= j
,
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Kfluid is pore fluid bulk modulus and Kmineral is the effective elastic moduli of a mixture of




















where fi is the volume fraction and Mi is the elastic modulus of the ith phase, respectively.
3.4 Hudson’s Model
The effective moduli for dry cracks is the sum of isotropic background stiffness coefficient
(cisotropicIJ ) with first order (c
1
IJ) and second order (c
2
IJ) corrections due to crack density (ǫ)
as shown in equations 3.13 to 3.18. Consequently, since cdryIJ is known from equation 3.9, the


































cdry44 = µ (3.17)



























The output from this step provides an estimate of the crack density in the Red River For-
mation as shown in Figure 3.6 track 5. The result is satisfactory in the Red River Formation
but fails to predict the fracture density in the shale layer. The dipole sonic shows separation
between fast, slow, and horizontal shear logs indicating orthorhombic anisotropy. Fracture
density inverted in the shale intervals are not representative due to the HTI assumption. For
instance, the Stony Mountain Shale Formation is not part of the region of interest and the
model is only representative of the anisotropy present within the Red River interval and other
formations that exhibit HTI response such as Stony Mountain and Interlake Formations.
3.5 Differential Effective Medium Model
The differential effective medium (DEM) theory models two-phase composite materials by
incrementally adding inclusion of the second phase into the host matrix. The coupled system
of ordinary differential equations for the effective elastic moduli is given by equations 3.23 and
3.24 (Berryman, 1992) with initial conditions K∗DEM(0) = Kmineral and µ
∗
DEM(0) = µmineral
and y is the concentration of phase 2. The superscript (∗) represent the host material while















For the Red River model, the inclusion shape for porosity is considered to be ellipsoidal,
defined by equations 3.25 to 3.27, and zero elastic moduli for the dry cavities. The pore
aspect ratio (α) is defined as the ellipsoidal short axis length divided by the long axis length.
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In reality, when porous inclusions are added to a solid rock, the latter host rock falls
apart at critical porosity that is less than 100%. Consequently, the modified DEM theory is
applied to represent the reservoir unit with total porosity defined by φ = yφc. The inverted
critical porosity ranged between 35% up to 65% and pore aspect ratio between 0.5 and 1.
The mean inverted critical porosity over the entire Red River Formation is 42% with pore
aspect ratio equals to 0.9.
The modeled dry rock elastic moduli is calculated from the literature elastic properties
of common minerals listed in Table 3.1/ In addition, Walsh (1965) defined Equation 3.28
between skeletal frame modulus as a function of the matrix bulk modulus, porosity, and pore
compressibility. Hence, the intercept at zero porosity is an approximation of the dry bulk
modulus from logs. Figure 3.7 shows a perfect match between the dry bulk modulus based







3.6 RRU4 Forward Modeling
The initial step after inverting for the rock physics parameters is to quality check the
model parameters and workflow with respect to the sonic logs. At a given depth, the dry rock
effective elastic moduli is determined based on the Table 3.1 and the modified DEM model
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Table 3.1: Elastic properties of common minerals and fluids.
Bulk Modulus (GPa) Shear Modulus (GPa) Density (g/cm3)
Anhydrite 45 29 2.98
Calcite 77 32 2.71
Dolomite 92 35 2.87
Illite 62.2 25.7 2.71
Water 2.4 1.09
Oil 1.5 0.86
Figure 3.7: Dry bulk modulus versus porosity. Black dots represent dry bulk modulus
calculated from Gassmann anisotropic equation, blue line is a linear fit and red dot is the
model’s dry bulk modulus.
is applied to calculate the resultant composite elastic moduli due to porosity inclusions with
various pore shape (α). Afterwards, Hudson’s model is implemented to add the dry cracks
followed by Gassmann (1951) anisotropic fluid substitution equation to saturate the rock
with oil and water. Finally, compressional and shear velocities are evaluated and compared
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Figure 3.8: Log (red) and modeled (black) compressional and shear velocities versus depth
for Well 42-31.
to the original log, as illustrated in Figure 3.8. The developed theoretical rock physics model
is able to reproduce the original logs with good correlation. The model is not able to 100%
reproduce the data due to uncertainty and error in the data itself and the assumptions and
limitations for the theoretical models. As a result, this workflow enables forward modeling
and estimating vertical incidence velocity changes (VP , Vs−fast, Vs−slow).
Red River U4 is approximately 22 ft thick in well 42-31; consequently, the chosen rock
physics parameters represents the mean value over the reservoir unit with crack density being
slightly higher than average to maximize shear velocity variation. The maximum range of
velocity change was estimated by varying a single parameter over the expected range while
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holding all other values constant. The base model, representing in-situ conditions (Figure
3.9), is a HTI rock consisting of the following properties:
• 76 % dolomite, 21% limestone, and 3% illite
• isotropically distributed ellipsoidal pores
• simulation porosity φ = 0.12
• critical porosity φc = 0.42
• pore aspect ratio α = 0.9
• crack density ǫ = 0.05
• water saturation Sw = 0.55
The aim of the forward modeling discussed in this section is to delineate whether miner-
alogy, porosity / pore aspect ratio, fracture density, pressure, and fluid saturation variation
within thin dolomite reservoir can be identified on multicomponent seismic.
3.6.1 Mineralogy Effect
Red River U4 is predominantly dolomite, with few calcite stringers reaching up to 65%
at certain intervals, as shown in Figure 3.4 track 8. Consequently, the base model matrix
mineral composition was modified to range between 20% to 100% dolomite and 0% to 80%
calcite, respectively. The velocity variation due to mineralogy was modeled and plotted as
a function of dolomite fraction as shown in Figure 3.10. The maximum velocity change due
to mineralogy variation within RRU4 unit is ∆VP = 326.3m/s, ∆Vs−fast = 240.9m/s, and
∆Vs−slow = 227.5m/s.
3.6.2 Porosity and Pore Shape Effects
The base model is modified to incorporate the expected porosity variation within RRU4
ranging between 5% and 30%. As shown in Figure 3.11, as porosity increases, the com-
pressional and shear velocity decreases with the maximum expected velocity change as
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Figure 3.9: RRU4 modified differential effective mode (red curve). Initial model is repre-
sented by the green dot.
Figure 3.10: Velocity change versus mineralogy. Calcite fraction is defined as 1 - dolomite
fraction. Initial model is represented by the green dot.
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∆VP = 2194.4m/s, ∆Vs−fast = 745.6m/s, and ∆Vs−slow = 729.5m/s.
The shape of the pore space within dolomites is variable due to dolomitization and diage-
netic alteration of the reservoir rock. Tanguay and Friedman (2001) identifies the presence of
an intercrystalline pore system as well as solution voids and molds resulting from dissolution
of minerals such as anhydrite. Hence, the pore aspect ratio (α), defined as short axis of the
ellipsoid divided by the long axis length, was varied between 0.1 and 1 to illustrate the effect
of pore shape on velocity (Figure 3.12). The maximum expected velocity change due to pore
aspect ratio only without varying porosity is ∆VP = 2826.5m/s, ∆Vs−fast = 1651.0m/s, and
∆Vs−slow = 1596.7m/s.
Figure 3.11: Velocity versus porosity.
Figure 3.13 plots the compressional and shear velocity versus porosity from the sonic logs
and the modeled velocity due to pore aspect ratio and porosity variation from the base model
(crack density is the mean value determined in the target unit). Consequently, although there
is a wide distribution of pore shape and sizes within our reservoir, the measured velocity of
a thin layer (RRU4) will have an averaging effect on the seismic wavelet.
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Figure 3.12: Velocity versus pore aspect ratio (elliptical pore short axis length divided by
long axis length).
Figure 3.13: Velocity versus pore aspect ratio (elliptical pore short axis length divided by
long axis length).
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3.6.3 Fracture Density Effect
The shear sonic logs indicates the presence of at least a single fracture set within the
reservoir unit causing the slow shear to lag behind the fast shear. Consequently, the modeled
fracture density term (ǫ) in Hudson’s model was varied between 0 (isotropic) to 0.2 (HTI)
as illusrated in Figure 3.14. The maximum expected velocity change due to fracture density
is ∆VP = 152.5m/s and ∆Vs−slow = 636.9m/s with no variation on the fast shear velocity
(∆Vs−fast = 0m/s) since it is parallel to fractures.
Figure 3.14: Velocity versus fracture density. Initial model is represented by the green dot.
3.6.4 Pressure Effect
The Red River Formation has been under production since 1950’s where the reservoir
pressure dropped from initial pressure of 3300 psi down to 400 psi in certain locations. In
addition, during the enhanced oil recovery process water and CO2 are injected at elevated
pressures. The Weyburn Marly Zone dry rock elastic moduli pressure dependence relations
(equations 3.29 and 3.30) are considered as an analog to the Red River reservoir. Based on
Brown (2002), the Marly Zone has 80 to 100 % dolomite with 83 GPa dry bulk modulus. The
elastic moduli pressure dependence curves were measured for φ = 0.29 and Brown (2002)
defined the porosity scaling factors relations as shown in equations 3.31 and 3.32.
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Kdry = 1.731× 10
−4P 3 − 1.325× 10−2P 2 + 0.3542× P + 13.11 (3.29)
µdry = 1.157× 10













To model pressure effects in RRU4, the dry elastic moduli are calculated at pressures
ranging between 5 and 30 MPa then corrected to RRU4 simulation porosity (φ = 0.12).
Afterwards, Hudson’s Model and Gassmann’s fluid substitution equations are evaluated to
determine the compressional and shear velocities, as shown in Figure 3.15. The maximum
expected velocity change due to pressure effects is ∆VP = 531.4m/s, ∆Vs−fast = 416.0m/s,
and ∆Vs−slow = 390.9m/s.
Figure 3.15: Velocity versus pressure.
3.6.5 Oil / Water Saturation Effect
RRU4 reservoir unit has been under a water flood since 1960s; consequently, the water
saturation can vary, ideally, /between 0 to 100%. The brine salinity is approximately 160,000
parts per million and oil is 33 API at 200 oF reservoir temperature. The water and oil bulk
moduli are 2.4 GPa and 1.5 GPa, respectively. As shown in Figure 3.16, the maximum
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Figure 3.16: Velocity versus water saturation for an oil-water system. Oil saturation is
defined as 1 - water saturation. Initial model is represented by the green dot.
velocity change due to water saturation increase is ∆VP = 22.1m/s, ∆Vs−fast = 17.2m/s,
and ∆Vs−slow = 16.3m/s.
3.6.6 CO2 / Water Saturation Effect
In 1983, Shell initiated a three well CO2 pilot injectivity test into RRU4 in the South
Pine Field, northwest of Cabin Creek Field. According to Good and Downer (1988), log and
core measured saturation showed substantial desaturation of waterflood residual oil in the
well swept areas of the test interval and mobilized tertiary oil was produced at the produc-
tion observation well. Beside the pilot test in 1983, the CO2 flood has not commenced in
the Cedar Creek Anticline yet, modeling CO2 effects help in predicting velocity change due
to the flood. The bulk modulus and density of CO2 are highly dependent on the reservoir
properties. Assuming a constant reservoir temperature of 160oF, Figure 3.17 displays the
expected CO2 characteristics at pressures ranging between 300 psi caused from depletion up
to 3,300 psi (original reservoir pressure). Below 1100 psi, CO2 is in gas state. Given the high
reservoir temperature, CO2 can not reach liquid state. At 160
oF formation temperature,
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the minimum pressure required for a miscible CO2 flood ranges between 2,000 to 3,000 psi
(Figure 3.18). Figure 3.19 shows the modeled velocity change due to CO2 replacing water
for 300 psi and 3,300 psi, respectively. The maximum estimated change in velocity as a
function of pressure is shown in Figure 3.20. As the pressure increases, CO2 transitions from
gas to supercritical phase causing an increase in the change of compressional velocity and a
decrease in the change of shear velocity.
To determine whether CO2 can be detected on seismic via time-lapse monitoring, the
RRU4 in-situ conditions are replaced with 80% CO2 in the wedge model and the 4D effect is
calculated by taking the difference of the 2 models (Figure 3.21). No signal is detected in the
overburden of RRU4, as expected, since no velocity or density change is modeled while below
RRU4 the signal is slightly altered due to the difference in velocity within RRU4 causing
time delays. Extracting the amplitude at the top of RRU4 illustrates that CO2 4D effect is
detectable (Figure 3.22).
Repeatability of land time-lapse seismic surveys is evaluated using a normalized root mean
square (NRMS) determined over a window in the overburden. NRMS is calculated as the
difference between two traces in a given window divided by the average RMS (equation 3.33).
Low NRMS values indicates good repeatability between surveys. Figure 3.23 plots NRMS
values calculated at 22ft RRU4 average thickness as a function of pressure and saturation
caused by CO2 operations. In a recent study conducted by the Reservoir Characterization
Project on the Wattenberg Field, the NRMS value for the cross-equalized time-lapse seismic
surveys reached 15% (Copley (2018), personal communication). The NRMS value due to
CO2 replacing water in RRU4 unit ranges between 12 to 18%. In the current model, the
maximum range of velocity change is estimated by varying CO2 saturation while holding all
other parameters constant. The model assumes constant porosity, constant fracture density,
and no pressure effect on the rock’s matrix. Additional analysis is required to evaluable the
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Figure 3.17: CO2 density (g/cc) and bulk modulus (MPa) as a function of pressure at 160
oF
reservoir conditions. At 1100 psi, CO2 converts from gas (red) to supercritical (green) (NIST
Chemistry WebBook SRD 69, 2018).
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Figure 3.18: CO2 minimum miscibility pressure curves (Jarrell et al., 2002).
feasibility to monitor CO2 flood using time-lapse seismic. Current industry research focus on
using cross-well seismic, vertical seismic profile (VSP), and electromagnetic tomography to
image CO2 plume (Pevzner et al., 2017; Shulakova et al., 2015). Zhang et al. (2012) presents
the possibility to apply time-lapse cross-well seismic waveform tomography to monitor the
CO2 injection process at Ketzin Site, Germany. Van Dok et al. (2016) shows the feasibility
to image the subsurface geology and monitor CO2 injection using repeated time-lapse 3D
VSP seismic surveys in Hastings Field, Texas. However, the efficacy of each geophysical tool
to monitor CO2 flood is dependent on the formation, reservoir thickness, depth, noise within









Figure 3.19: Velocity versus water saturation for water-CO2 model at a) P=300 psi and b)
3,300 psi. CO2 saturation is defined as 1 - water saturation and assuming 20% irreducible
water saturation.
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Figure 3.20: Compressional and shear velocity change between 100% water to 80% CO2 as
a function of pressure given constant reservoir temperature at 160oF.
Figure 3.21: RRU4 wedge model with (a) in-situ conditions, (b) 80% CO2, (c) 4D effect.
Red arrow points to altered wavelet in 4D due to time delays caused by velocity changes
within RRU4. Note a smaller color scale on the third panel to gain the amplitudes.
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Figure 3.22: Normalized amplitude extraction at top of RRU4 for (a) in-situ conditions, (b)
80% CO2 at 300 psi (top row) and 3,300 psi (bottom row), and (c) 4D effect.
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Figure 3.23: Normalized root mean square at RRU4 (average thickness = 22 ft) caused by
CO2 time-lapse flood for (a) 80% CO2 as a function of pressure (b) isobaric trends as a
function of saturation.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, a rock physics model is developed based on well logs to simulate in-situ
conditions. The model utilizes the modified differential effective medium theory, Hudson’s
model for cracked media, and Gassmann’s anisotropic fluid substitution equation to repre-
sent a horizontal transverse isotropic (HTI) rock. The model provides the ability to predict
vertical incidence velocity variation for the compressional and two principal shear wave com-
ponents (fast and slow).
The expected velocity variation due to mineralogy, porosity system, water saturation,
pressure and fracture density based on the rock physics model are summarized in Table 3.2
and plotted in Figure 3.24 using a constant vertical scale. The maximum change is deter-
mined by varying a single parameter over its entire possible range while keeping the other
variables constant. Porosity and pore shape have the biggest effect on the compressional ve-
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locity followed by pressure, mineralogy, and fracture density. Variation in water saturation
and reservoir thickness does not contribute significantly to be detected on P-wave seismic.
Table 3.3 summarizes the maximum compressional and shear signals amplitude signal change
at the top of RRU4 by varying a single parameter over its entire possible range while keep-
ing the other variables constant. The amplitude difference is calculated using the lower and
upper range values.
Table 3.2: Summary of maximum expected compressional and shear velocity change based
on the rock physics model by varying individually each parameter over its entire possible
range.
Range ∆VP ∆Vs−fast ∆Vs−slow
(m/s) (m/s) (m/s)
Porosity 0.05 ≤ φ ≤ 0.3 2194.4 745.6 729.5
Pore Aspect Ratio 0.1 ≤ α ≤ 1 2826.5 1651.0 1596.7
Pressure 1 ≤ P ≤ 30 (MPa) 531.4 416.0 390.9
Mineralogy 0.2 ≤ Fdolo ≤ 1 326.3 240.9 227.5
Fracture Density 0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 0.2 152.5 0 636.9
Saturation (oil-water) 0 ≤ Sw ≤ 1 22.1 17.2 16.3
Table 3.3: Summary of maximum normalized compressional and shear signals amplitude
change at the top of RRU4 due to variation in rock / fluid composition and layer thickness.
Range ∆P-signal ∆Sfast-signal ∆Sslow-signal
% % %
Porosity 0.05 ≤ φ ≤ 0.3 86 70 68
Pore Aspect Ratio 0.1 ≤ α ≤ 1 90 65 64
Pressure 1 ≤ P ≤ 30 (MPa) 15 23 22
Mineralogy 0.2 ≤ Fdolo ≤ 1 8 12 12
Fracture Density 0 ≤ ǫ ≤ 0.2 4 0 34
Saturation (oil-water) 0 ≤ Sw ≤ 1 2 1 1
RRU4 Thickness 19 ≤ h ≤ 25 (ft) 5 1 1
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Figure 3.24: Compressional (black), fast shear (red), and slow shear (blue) velocity variations
due to (a) porosity, (b) pore aspect ratio, (c) pressure, (d) mineralogy, (e) crack density, and
(f) saturation effects. The green dot represents the base model.
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CHAPTER 4
PETROPHYSICAL AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
In this chapter, the petrophysical evaluation is extended to the remaining wells in the
Cabin Creek Field to evaluate the lateral and vertical rock composition and fluid variations
across the anticline. In addition, a sensitivity analysis is conducted to analyze the effect of
rock composition changes within a certain interval on the seismic signal on the adjacent Red
River zones.
4.1 Formation Evaluation
The Cabin Creek well dataset includes a suite of well logs from 27 wells; 22 wells are
within the seismic survey and 5 in close proximity to the field. Only 17 wells, shown in
Figure 4.1, are considered in the formation evaluation since they are logged through Red
River Formation, had no extensive environmental conditions, and contain the essential logs
collection needed to invert for lithology and fluid content. The well logs include gamma ray,
density, neutron porosity, and resistivity with sonic and / or photoelectric factor (PEF).
The 17 wells logged over Lower Devonian, Silurian, and Ordovician carbonate sediments
span a 3,000 ft interval. Similar to Well 42-31 analysis in Chapter 3, the principal mineral
types expected over the logged intervals are anhydrite, calcite, dolomite, and illite and the
fluid content within the pores is water and oil. Furthermore, Techlog Quanti.Elan module
coupled with Archie’s Law is utilized to correct for temperature and pressure effects and
invert for the rock lithologic composition. Finally, the top 3 northwest wells outside of the
seismic dataset contain dipole sonic logs that are exploited to invert for crack density.
In this section, I present an evaluation of the formation rock composition and crack
density for the Red River, Stony Mountain, and Interlake Formations. Although the Red
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Figure 4.1: Well dataset include 27 wells. Wells in black are discarded since they have
environmental conditions or not logged through Red River Formation. Green pentagon
indicate wells with dipole sonic logs. Dashed pink line represent cross section in Figure 4.3.
River Formation is the main research target of this thesis, an understanding of the overlying
formations is important when analyzing the seismic dataset.
4.1.1 Red River Formation
Wells 42-31 and 44X-09A contain nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) logs that are uti-
lized to compare and quality check the Techlog Quanti.Elan module porosity inversion result
to the NMR logged measurement via a blind test. Figure 4.2 plots the inverted and mea-
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sured NMR porosity. The logs are tracking each other; consequently, the rock composition
inversion is considered accurate.
Figure 4.3 displays the rock composition cross section along the crest of the anticline
for 8 wells. The reservoir intervals (RRU2, RRU4, RRU6, and RRU8) are predominantly
dolomite rich and high in porosity filled with oil and water. The non-reservoir intervals
(RRU1, RRU3, RRU5, RRU7, and RRU9) are predominantly calcite rich with presence of
anhydrite intervals and low porosity. All zones exhibit lateral mineralogy and porosity vari-
ation that affects the rock’s elastic properties (velocity and density) and subsequently the
seismic signal.
Figure 4.4 shows the inverted crack density for the 3 wells with dipole sonic measure-
ments. The first 2 wells display separation between fast and slow shear slowness logs due
to the presence of natural fractures. However, the third well shows a distinct feature where
the shear logs are tracking. Core observation indicate the presence of healed / cemented
fractures for this well. Therefore, characterizing the natural fractures is important to plan
and optimize any CO2 flood in the Red River.
4.1.2 Stony Mountain Formation
The Stony Mountain Formation overlies the Red River Formation. At the base is the
Stony Mountain Shale, an argillaceous dolomite with interbedded calcareous shale beds, that
act as a barrier to upward oil migration. The Stony Mountain Formation consists mainly
of dolostone with fair porosity as shown in Figure 4.5. Stony Mountain does not show high
fracture density based on the dipole sonic log signature as illustrated in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.2: Nuclear magnetic resonance (red) and inverted porosity (blue) logs. Logs are
flattened at the base of the Stony Mountain Shale.
4.1.3 Interlake Formation
The Interlake Formation conformably overlies the Stony Mountain Formation. It consists
of muddy dolostone and dolomitic boundstone. Porosity is developed from solution enlarge-
ment of original, commonly vuggy pore space. Nonporous zones developed from previous
porous zones that were filled with fine-grained sediment, microcrystalline dolomitization, and
secondary cement. As shown in Figure 4.7, the Interlake Formation is mainly dolomitic with
few zones of shales (high GR) and high porosity. In addition, the dipole sonic log indicates
the presence of fractures throughout the Interlake Formation (Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.3: Lithology variation across the crest of Cedar Creek Anticline. Logs are flattened
at the base of the Stony Mountain Shale. Refer to Figure 4.1 for location of wells.
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Figure 4.4: Inverted fracture density in the Red River Formation for the 3 northwest wells
with dipole sonic. Logs are flattened at the base of the Stony Mountain Shale. Refer to
Figure 4.1 for location of wells.
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Figure 4.5: Well 42-31 Stony Mountain Formation rock and fluid composition. From left
to right, track 1 caliper and bitsize, track 2 corrected and spectral gamma ray, track 3,
deep and shallow resistivity curves, track 4 neutron porosity and density, track 5 volumetric
photoelectric factor, track 6 compressional slowness, track 7 fast, slow and horizontal shear
slowness, track 8 rock mineral composition, track 9 clay bound water, oil and water fraction
within the porous space, and track 10 fracture density.
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Figure 4.6: Inverted fracture density in the Stony Mountain Formation for the 3 northwest
wells with dipole sonic. Refer to Figure 4.1 for location of wells. Stony Mountain Shale
behaves as an orthorhombic medium; thus, fracture density is] not well represented by the
HTI assumption in that zone. Logs are flattened at the base of the Interlake Formation.
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Figure 4.7: Well 42-31 Interlake rock and fluid composition. From left to right, track 1 caliper
and bitsize, track 2 corrected and spectral gamma ray, track 3, deep and shallow resistivity
curves, track 4 neutron porosity and density, track 5 volumetric photoelectric factor, track 6
compressional slowness, track 7 fast, slow and horizontal shear slowness, track 8 rock mineral
composition, track 9 clay bound water, oil and water fraction within the porous space, and
track 10 fracture density.
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Figure 4.8: Inverted fracture density in the Interlake Formation for the 3 northwest wells
with dipole sonic. Logs are flattened at the top of the Interlake Formation. Refer to Figure
4.1 for location of wells.
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4.2 Petrophysical Sensitivity Analysis
Rock composition and fluid content for the 17 wells showed the presence of lateral rock
composition variation across the Cabin Creek Field. Consequently, a sensitivity analysis is
conducted to characterize how variation in a certain unit will affect the signal of the adja-
cent formations. Table 4.1 summarizes the mineral, porosity, fracture density, saturation,
and thickness ranges expected for each Red River interval. Calcite dry weight mineral frac-
tion is determined using equation 4.1 while Red River illite fraction is set to zero.
Fcalcite = 1− (Fdolomite + Fanhydrite) (4.1)
The initial step in the forward modeling workflow is to calculate the effective elastic mod-
uli for the dry rock mineral’s content using the Voigt-Reuss-Hill average, then the modified
differential effective media (DEM) model is applied to determine the resulting composite
elastic moduli due to porosity inclusions. The critical porosity (φc) and pore shape (α)
are determined to be 0.42 and 0.9, respectively, for the Red River Formation. Afterwards,
Hudson’s model is implemented to add the dry cracks followed by Gassmann’s anisotropic
fluid substitution equation to saturate the rock with oil and water. Finally, compressional
(VP ), fast shear (Vs−fast) and slow shear ( Vs−slow) velocities are evaluated from c33, c44 and
c66 stiffness coefficients, respectively, to forward model zero offset multicomponent synthetic
seismic. Figure 4.9 summarizes the rock physics forward modeling workflow. In addition,
high values of porosity correspond to the presence of high dolomite content; consequently,
at any iteration, porosity range is scaled by the dolomite fraction using equation 4.2.




Figure 4.10 summarizes compressional, fast shear, slow shear velocities and density his-
tograms for each interval as a result of lithology, porosity, crack density, and saturation
variations. The velocity range in the reservoir intervals (RRU2, RRU4, RRU6, RRU8) is
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Figure 4.9: Rock physics forward modeling workflow. At any iteration, elastic moduli,
porosity, crack density, and saturation are determined based on expected ranges summarized
in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Red River simulation input parameter ranges.
Anhydrite Dolomite Porosity Crack Saturation Interval
Density Thickness
RRU1 0.07 [0.00 - 0.38] [0.00 - 0.02] [0 - 0.04] [0.4 - 1.0] [20 - 26]
RRU2 0.06 [0.22 - 0.92] [0.02 - 0.16] [0 - 0.08] [0.4 - 0.9] [7 - 13]
RRU3 0.08 [0.00 - 0.37] [0.00 - 0.04] [0 - 0.04] [0.2 - 0.9] [13 - 18]
RRU4 0.03 [0.47 - 0.97] [0.04 - 0.22] [0 - 0.04] [0.2 - 0.7] [18 - 26]
RRU5 0.06 [0.00 - 0.51] [0.00 - 0.06] [0 - 0.05] [0.3 - 1.0] [25 - 36]
RRU6 0.02 [0.56 - 0.98] [0.04 - 0.16] [0 - 0.08] [0.2 - 0.7] [37 - 57]
RRU7 0.05 [0.06 - 0.7.0] [0.00 - 0.08] [0 - 0.04] [0.4 - 1.0] [9 - 37]
RRU8 0.07 [0.4.0 - 0.93] [0.04 - 0.16] [0 - 0.06] [0.2 - 0.7] [16 - 79]
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Figure 4.10: Compressional velocity, fast shear velocity, slow shear velocity, and density
histogram variations for the Red River units. The histogram range is defined as the width
of the interval rectangle while distribution is determined by the color amplitude.
wider than the non-reservoir unit predominately due to porosity variations. Table 3.2 sum-
marizes the maximum expected velocity range for a HTI model with a single fracture set by
varying a single parameter over its entire possible range while keeping the other variables
constant. Fracture density has no effect on the fast shear velocity due to the single fracture
set assumption.
4.3 P-wave Synthetics and Sensitivity Analysis
The amplitude of P-wave seismic signal is proportional to variations in velocity and den-
sity. Figure 4.10 illustrates a wide range of compressional and density variation for the
Red River intervals. Consequently, a sensitivity analysis study was conducted to determine
the effect of velocity and density variation in a given layer on the seismic amplitude for
the remaining intervals. The acoustic impedance (AI) reference model is the mean of log
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values per stratigraphic / petrophysical unit. The acoustic wavelet is a statistical wavelet
extractied from the seismic volume. Figure 4.11 models the seismic response for acoustic
impedance variations in RRU4 by considering the maximum, minimum, and the reference
AI values. The same procedure is repeated for all the zones and the amplitude at the top
of each unit is extracted and plotted in Figure 4.12. In general, variations in calcite rich
intervals (non-reservoir units) relatively affect the signal amplitude of adjacent layers while
changes within dolomite rich units (reservoir units) affect the signal amplitude of the over-
burden and underburden layers. Amplitude related to unit thickness variations is relatively
small compared to the rock physics parameters, as shown in Figure 4.13.
Figure 4.11: P-wave synthetics. RRU4 acoustic impedance (AI) represent maximum and
minimum modeled AI and reference AI from sonic log. The wavelet is a statistical extraction
from the seismic volume.
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Figure 4.12: P-wave amplitude ranges as a result of compressional velocity and density
variations in RRU1, RRU4, RRU5, and RRU6.




The Red River Formation has been under production since 1950’s where the reservoir
pressure dropped from initial pressure of 3300 psi down to 400 psi in certain locations. In
addition, during advanced oil recovery processes water and CO2 are injected at elevated
pressures close to initial pressure. Currently, there are no available laboratory pressure
tests conducted on Red River cores; consequently, the Weyburn Marly Zone dry rock elastic
moduli pressure dependence relations are considered as an analog to the Red River Reservoir.
Based on Brown (2002), the Marly Zone has 80 to 100 % dolomite with 83 GPa dry bulk
modulus. The elastic moduli pressure dependence curves were measured for φ = 0.29 and
Brown (2002) defined empirical porosity scaling factors relations. To model pressure effects
in the Red River, the dry elastic moduli are determined at pressures ranging between 3 and
23 MPa then corrected to simulation porosity. Afterwards, Hudson’s Model and Gassmann’s
fluid substitution equations are applied to determine the compressional and shear velocities.
Figure 4.14 displays a wide range of velocity variation resulting from pressure changes taking
into consideration that Weyburn Marly unit is shallower and more porous than Red River
dolomites. Consequently, it is vital to conduct pressure tests on Red River samples to further
constrain the model and characterize pressure signature on multicomponent seismic.
4.5 S-wave Synthetics and Sensitivity Analysis
A similar sensitivity analysis is conducted for the shear synthetics. Figure 4.15 shows the
reference shear impedance models extract from the dipole sonic logs. The S-wave synthetics
were generated using a 5-10-25-30Hz bandpass-filtered wavelet. The difference of fast and
shear velocities determines the magnitude of shear wave splitting caused by fractures. Figures
4.16 and 4.17 plots the wave amplitude ranges extracted at the top of each interval by varying
the interval velocity and density in RRU1, RRU4, RRU5, and RRU6, respectively, based on
Figure 4.10 values. Similar to the compressional analysis, shear impedance variations in the
dolomite intervals have a significant effect on the over- and under-burden layers. In addition,
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Figure 4.14: Velocity variations due to pressure in the porous dolomite reservoir intervals.
slow shear amplitude range is larger compared to fast shear amplitude range caused by
single fracture set assumption. Shear amplitude variations related to unit thickness changes
are relatively insignificant compared to the amplitude caused by rock physics parameters
variations.
4.6 Multicomponent Seismic Synthetic
Converted (P to S) seismic synthetic modeling is not discussed in this thesis as it is
a combination of compressional (PP) and shear (SS) analysis. Figure 4.18 highlights the
effect of fractures on compressional, converted, and shear seismic signals using a common-
offset common azimuth gathers. The fractured interval have a 110o azimuth. The P-wave
(Z component) illustrated the onset of velocity variation with azimuth (VVAz) signature at
mid to far offsets while the converted and shear components show SV and SH VVAz at all
offsets. In the absence of multicomponent data within Cabin Creek Field, fracture analysis
is limited to P-wave to mid and far offset / angle stacks.
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Figure 4.15: Fast and slow shear wave synthetics. The S-wavelet is a 5-10-25-30 Hz bandpass
wavelet.
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Figure 4.16: Fast S-wave amplitude ranges as a results of fast velocity and density variations
in RRU1, RRU4, RRU5, and RRU6.
Figure 4.17: Slow S-wave amplitude ranges as a results of slow shear velocity and density
variations in RRU1, RRU4, RRU5, and RRU6.
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Figure 4.18: Velocity variation with azimuth (VVAZ) for a fractured reservoir model sim-
ulating compressional (PP), converted (PS), and shear (SS) synthetic gathers. Blue arrow
is top of fractured reservoir and orange arrow represent a reflector below reservoir. Red
rectangle corresponds to fractured interval with 110o azimuth. Z, R, and T correspond to
vertical, radial, and transverse components (Omar (2018), personal communication).
4.7 Rock Physics Modeling and Seismic Integration
In the previous sections, all possible realizations based on well log analysis were consid-
ered; however, geologically we expect smooth lateral rock composition (mineralogy, porosity,
and saturation) variation and thickness with no sharp amplitude discontinuities assuming
no faulting. In addition, the seismic vertical resolution (order of 10s feet) is far less than
log resolution (0.5 ft); hence, the seismic wave will detect an average of the layer properties
regardless of extreme ranges at limited intervals.
As a preliminary feasibility analysis, a 3D rock model is generated by interpolating the 13
well inverted log composition within the seismic survey. Figure 4.19 shows the biharmonic
spline interpolated maps for mineralogy, porosity, and saturation. The model is simplis-
tic that takes into consideration rock composition and layer thickness only and disregards
pressure, fracture density, and faults effects. In addition, the saturation map is not represen-
tative with respect to the seismic acquisition time since the log dates spans over 3 decades;
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however, saturation’s effect on velocity is minimal compared to porosity or lithology (Table
3.2). The overburden properties are assumed to be laterally uniform. Using the interpolated
maps for Red River intervals a 3D velocity and density volumes are generated to produce
a zero offset compressional seismic volume. Extracting an RMS amplitude map between
RRU3 and RRU7 shows general trends of high amplitude variations towards the north-west
and south-east of the anticline. On the other hand, extracting a 15 ms RMS amplitude
map between approximately RRU3 and RRU7 shows similar regions with high RMS ampli-
tude anomalies. Seismic and modeled RMS maps are displayed in Figure 4.20. Therefore,
regardless of how basic the interpolated model and the potential errors associated with inter-
polation technique resulting from the sparse well distribution, general trends were identified
and detected between seismic and synthetic modeling. Consequently, this modeling proves
the feasibility of utilizing the seismic data to invert for impedance and facies geobodies to
accurately characterize the subsurface.
4.8 Summary
Well log analysis indicate lateral rock composition variation across the Cabin Creek Field
with the presence of both closed and healed fractures based on the dipole signature in the
Red River Formation. Stony Mountain and Interlake Formations are mainly dolomitic with
high porosity zones and variable fracture density. The rock physics modeling considered vari-
ations in mineralogy, porosity, saturation, fracture density, and pressures for each Red River
unit. Porosity was determined to be the main driver of velocity and density changes. P-wave
and S-wave signal amplitude sensitivity analysis showed that variations within dolomite rich
intervals (i.e. reservoir units with high porosity) affect the signal of the overburden and
underburden intervals while alteration in calcite rich interval velocity mainly affects the
adjacent layers’ signal. Although rock physics modeling provided a range of possible real-
izations, the seismic signal detects an averaging of layer properties. A basic log interpolated
3D model was able to identify general trends that correlate to the RMS amplitude map from
seismic data.
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Figure 4.19: Biharmonic spline interpolation based on well log to obtain dolomite, calcite,
porosity, and water saturation maps for RRU4. Saturation map is not representative to
seismic time frame since wells were logged over several decades and seismic was acquired in
2014.
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SEISMIC DERIVED PROPERTIES: FACIES AND POROSITY
Seismic derived attributes assist in characterizing reservoir heterogeneities and spatial
properties away from wells. Pre-stack inversion converts reflectivity data into interface elastic
properties to infer and quantify rock properties. Figure 5.1 summarizes the chapter inversion
framework applying the conventional simultaneous prestack inversion method and newly
developed facies-based inversion (Ji-Fi) methods to invert for elastic properties and quantify
facies and porosity at RRU4. The workflow is divided into 4 main steps: data preparation,
seismic inversion, results, and quantitative interpretation. Refer to Figure 5.2 for a summary
of Cabin Creek seismic dataset and available wells in this chapter.
Figure 5.1: Pre-stack simultaneous inversion workflow.
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Figure 5.2: Cabin Creek seismic dataset (blue polygon) and wells (yellow dots). Green
pentagon corresponds to wells with dipole sonic. Seismic maps are limited to Cabin Creek
Unit outline (red). Edge effects are present where Cabin Creek Unit reaches seismic survey
limit . Well plots in this chapter are from Well 31-18 in cyan color.
5.1 Data Prepration
The preliminary step is to prepare the seismic and well log data for the inversion process.
The data preparation phase includes seismic preprocessing of raw gathers, building a velocity
model, generating angle stacks, and log conditioning.
5.1.1 Seismic Preprocessing
The Cabin Creek P-seismic data were acquired in 2014 using a 6 to 96 Hz linear sweep vi-
broseis and 10 Hz geophones. Additional processing steps were conducted by Paul Anderson
(Denbury) on the pre-stack time-migrated seismic raw gathers to improve the data quality.
The processing steps included additional multiple suppression using the radon transform,
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wavelet deconvolution, band pass filtering, and time-variant trim statics. Figure 5.3 shows a
comparison between the raw and processed gathers. In addition, a higher frequency content
is achieved on the processed gathers compared to the initial ones (Figure 5.4). The improved
frequency content assists in a higher resolution, less noise, and better inversion results.
Figure 5.3: (a) Raw PSTM gathers (b) End-product processed gathers (modified from An-
derson (2016), personal communication).
5.1.2 Angle Gathers
A velocity model is generated using mapped horizons from seismic (time) and formation
tops from logs (depth) at the Greenhorn, Skull Creek, Piper Limestone, Mission Canyon and
Winnipeg Formations. The accuracy of the velocity model is within 50ft tested using a blind
well top at the Winnipeg Formation. Figure 5.5 shows the Greenhorn, Piper Limestone and
Stony Mountain Shale depth converted surfaces and well tops picks. Five angle stacks are
extracted between 8o and 45o centered at 12o, 20o, 28o, 36o and 43o, respectively.
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Figure 5.4: Frequency spectrum for raw and processed gathers in Figure 5.3 (modified from
Anderson (2016), personal communication).
Figure 5.5: Greenhorn, Piper Limestone, and Stony Mountain Shale depth converted surfaces
with well tops picks (dots).
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5.1.3 Log Conditioning
All wells drilled within Cabin Creek were logged between the Mission Canyon and the
Red River Formation spanning approximately a 3,000 ft interval. Shear sonic data were
obtained from the 2 out of the 3 wells northwest of the seismic survey area. In conjunction
with the remaining logs (GR, density, porosity, and mineral content) the shear sonic logs
are utilized to train a neural network and predict synthetic sonic logs for the wells available
within the Cabin Creek survey. The third well with shear sonic is used to cross-validate the
neural network analysis.
5.1.4 Well tie and Wavelet Extraction
A parametric constant phase method introduced by Zabihi Naeini et al. (2017) was used
to extract the wavelets for each angle stack. The constant phase wavelet estimation has an
empirical basis in which the phase of the seismic wavelet should be approximately constant
across the seismic bandwidth. The constant phase is estimated using a least-squares based
method in which the well logs are incorporated. The amplitude spectrum is obtained over
a long but multi-tapered interval of seismic data (in this case 1200-2200 ms) using multiple
traces around available wells. Figure 5.6 shows the average wavelets for the corresponding
angle stacks.
The seismic to well tie is then performed using the 12o average wavelet and seismic in
conjunction with Zoeppritz equation to generate synthetic logs. Synthetic logs are tied to
seismic by minor stretching or squeezing at 2 depths, mainly the Mission Canyon and the
Stony Mountain Shale Formations. The average cross-correlation was 76% (ranging between
70% to 83%). Figure 5.7 shows the well tie at Wells 31-18.
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Figure 5.6: Average extracted wavelets and frequency spectrum per angle stack using para-
metric constant phase method.
5.2 Pre-stack Inversion
Pre-Stack inversion aims at converting seismic signal into elastic outputs to quantify and
interpret the subsurface. In this section, conventional and facies-based inversion methods
are exploited. Both methods use the same wavelets and angle stacks and produce acoustic
impedance (AI), shear impedance (SI), density (ρ), and velocity ratio (Vp/Vs) volumes in
addition to a litho-facies volume from the facies-based inversion. Density volume inverted
from compressional seismic is generally not accurate with low resolution; consequently, the
competence of the inversion output is evaluated based on acoustic impedance and velocity
ratio volumes.
5.2.1 Simultaneous Pre-stack Inversion
The simultaneous pre-stack inversion utilizes the Smith, Gidlow and Fatti approximation
(Fatti et al., 1994; Smith and Gidlow, 1987) to solve for acoustic impedance, shear impedance,
and density. The inversion is an iterative process between building the low-frequency model,
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Figure 5.7: Seismic to well tie well 31-18 (cross correlation 82%) at 12o angle stack.
optimizing the inversion parameters and blind well testing. The final low-frequency model
is constructed using 4 wells evenly distributed across the seismic survey and QC’ed at 2
blind wells. In addition, the Winnipeg Formation is characterized by a sharp decrease in
elastic properties compared to the Red River. Therefore, to capture the impedance contrast
into the background low frequency model to eliminate residual side lobes at the inversion
boundary, elastic properties (Vp, Vs, density) are spliced from well 24X-15A into well 31-
18 that penetrates up to RRU9. The bandwidth frequency filter is 10 to 15 Hz and 80 to
100 Hz for the low and high frequency cuts. The selection of the frequency cuts is based
on the seismic gather frequency content. Figure 5.8 shows the low frequency model, real
and inverted elastic properties at Well 31-18. Figure 5.9 shows the extraction of seismic
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Figure 5.8: Well 31-18 simultaneous inversion elastic properties results. Low Frequency
model in blue, log data in black, and simultaneous inversion results in red.
amplitude, acoustic impedance, and Vp/Vs velocity ratio at RRU4 surface. Converting
from interface property (seismic) into layer property (acoustic impedance), I observe similar
anomalies appearing at RRU4; however, Vp/Vs appears to be constantly high across the
field and does not follow the pattern of anomalies. From the RPM model, the best reservoir
rock would have high acoustic impedance (dolomitic) and low Vp/Vs ratio.
5.2.2 Facies-Based Inversion
Facies-based inversion exploit the Joint Impedance and Facies Inversion (Ji-Fi) module
developed by Ikon Science within RokDoc. Ji-Fi technique is based on Bayesian seismic
inversion approach to analyze the distribution of reservoir bodies through a range of facies
based sensitivities to simultaneously invert for facies and elastic properties (Naeini and Ex-
ley, 2016). Unlike conventional impedance inversion techniques, a depth trend is derived for
each facies to generate the equivalent low frequency model. The per facies depth-trended
RPM’s are constructed by fitting a compaction curve to the elastic log data (Vp,Vs, ρ)
belonging to that facies with an assessment of uncertainty. The selected datum for this anal-
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Figure 5.9: Simultaneous inversion elastic volumes exact extractions at RRU4 horizon. (a)
seismic amplitude, (b) inverted acoustic impedance, and (c) inverted Vp/Vs.
ysis is the Skull Creek surface. Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 shows the depth trends the four
classified facies for Cabin Creek dataset. The low frequency model (LFM) is constructed
from multiple LFMs for each expected facies.
The inversion derives models of impedances (from the seismic) given facies, and then
facies (from the impedances) at each iteration of the optimization loop (Naeini and Exley,
2016). The facies result depends on the last set of impedance results, but here the focus
is on how the impedance results, inverted from the seismic data, depend on the last facies
results (of the previous iteration). According to Kemper and Gunning (2014), an iterative
method is applied where they first invert the seismic for facies (given a simple impedance
model), then given these facies they invert the seismic for impedances, then given these
impedances they invert the seismic for facies and so forth, until convergence. This optimiza-
tion is a form of Expectation-Maximization. In the Expectation step the code inverts the
seismic for facies given the impedances, and in the Maximization step the code inverts the
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seismic for impedances given the facies. The final LFM is not a static input as in standard
model-based simultaneous inversion but is the seismically-driven output of the new inversion
system, which incorporates known facies and rock physics. The main outputs of the facies
based inversion are the most-likely elastic properties and facies volumes.
Figure 5.12 shows the Ji-Fi inversion result at Well 31-18. The facies profile (track 1) is
an output of the inversion and correlates to the original facies classification (track 2). Thin
shale layers are identified from the inversion. Inverted elastic impedances are comparable to
the input logs, and low residual synthetic seismic is obtained. Furthermore, elastic proper-
ties are identified throughout the inversion window with no edge effect (LFM approaching
to zero at inversion window) as observed in the Winnipeg Formation (see Figure 11 and 14).
Finally, all wells in facies based inversion are treated as blind wells since the low frequency
model was built from depth trends and not from the elastic impedance logs at the wells.
Figure 5.13 displays the inline facies across Well 31-18. Individual Red River intervals
cannot be resolved at the seismic frequency; consequently, the upper Red River Formation
is mainly dolomitic with few calcite intervals and lower Red River is mainly calcitic. We are
though able to identify continuous anhydrite layers (Mission canyon in the shallow section)
and continuous shale intervals above the Interlake and within the Stony Mountain and Win-
nipeg Formations.
Finally, Figure 5.14 shows the extraction of seismic amplitude, inverted acoustic impedance,
and inverted Vp/Vs velocity ratio at RRU4 surface for the facies based inversion. Un-
like simultaneous inversion, anomalies are consistent between seismic amplitude, acoustic
impedance, and Vp/Vs maps. In general, high seismic amplitude corresponds to high AI
and Vp/Vs.
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Figure 5.10: Depth trend per facies positioned from Skull Creek reference datum with Vp
± 330 ft/s, Vs ± 165 ft/s, and density ± 0.03 g/cc uncertainty trends (not shown).
5.2.3 Density
Density is an important measure of reservoir quality. Inverted density in the absence of far
angle stacks (more than 35o) or multicomponent data is generally less reliable. Cabin Creek
far angle stacks reaches 43o incident angle. Figure 5.15 plots RRU4 density determination
from the simultaneous inversion and facies-based inversion. Both density estimates for RRU4
indicates the presence of porous dolomite. Dolomite in pure mineral phase is 2.87 g/cc and
calcite in mineral phase is 2.71 g/cc. Adding porosity will cause density to drop.
5.3 Facies Classification
As discussed previously, the rock physics model (RPM) developed for the Red River
Formation indicates the largest variations on compressional and shear velocities is due to
porosity followed by fractures, pressure, and mineralogy (Chapter 3). The petrophysical
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Figure 5.11: Overlay of facies depth trends for Vp, Vs, and density. Uncertainty is not shown
and shale trend (orange) is not shown for Vp and Vs as it plots below selected range.
Figure 5.12: Well 31-18 joint impedance and facies inversion elastic properties results. Log
data in black, and simultaneous inversion results in red. Track 1 displays output facies
results from Ji-Fi inversion while Track 2 shows well log facies (data).
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Figure 5.13: Lateral inverted facies variation across IL760 and Well 31-18.
Figure 5.14: Joint impedance and Facies inversion elastic volumes exact extractions at RRU4
horizon. (a) seismic amplitude, (b) inverted acoustic impedance, and (c) inverted Vp/Vs.
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Figure 5.15: RRU4 inverted density from (a) simultaneous inversion and (b) facies based
inversion.
sensitivity analysis indicates that impedance variations within dolomite rich zones affect the
P-wave signal amplitude of the over- and under-burden layers, while impedance changes in
the calcite rich zone impacts the adjacent layers signal amplitude due to waveform interfer-
ence (Chapter 4). The RPM workflow utilizes the Voigt-Ruess-Hill mixing approximation,
the modified differential effective medium theory, Hudson’s model for cracked media, and
Gassmann’s fluid substitution equation for anisotropic rock to represent horizontal trans-
verse isotropic (HTI) in a reservoir rock. Figure 5.16 plots trends of constant mineralogy
for a dolomite / calcite mix at various porosity values for an isotropic fully water saturated
medium using the developed rock physics model. Figure 5.17 illustrates the sensitivity trends
at 12.5% porosity by varying the porosity, pressure, mineralogy, saturation, and fracture den-
sity over its expected range. Points that plot below 100% dolomite trend are associated with
uncertainty in data measurements from compressional sonic log or neural network shear
predictions, presence of anhydrite, or limitations of the theoretical rock physics model. As
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mentioned previously, compressional velocity is barely sensitive to the fractures. Hence, the
selection of an isotropic model is sufficient since high fracture density intervals cannot be
resolved at the seismic frequency and fractured rock will be in a proximal vicinity to the
isotropic model. Consequently, a probabilistic approach is considered during the quantita-
tive interpretation to accommodate for any possible distribution from fractures, pressure, or
saturation effects.
Rock composition logs are used to classify facies based on the dominant mineral content.
The five determined facies are:
1) Shale Facies: corresponds to calcareous shales or argillaceous limestones characterized
with high gamma ray response (> 40 API),
2) Anhydrite Facies: mainly present above the Mission Canyon Formation with volume
of anhydrite 70% or more,
3) Dolomite: porous rock with good reservoir properties with 70% or more dolomitic
minerals,
4) Calcite: non-porous, non-reservoir rock, mainly calcitic with volume of calcite 70% or
more,
5) Calcite/Dolomite mix: contains a combination of facies 2, 3, and 4.
Figure 5.18 plots velocity ratio (Vp/Vs) as a function of acoustic impedance for the var-
ious facies. The log data points scatters below the lower and upper bounds of the RPM
which is related to either pressure effect (reservoir depletion or pressure increase from wa-
ter injection), other mineralogy mixed with the dominant mineral, or measurement log er-
rors/uncertainty. Figure 5.19 shows 2D probability density functions calculated for the first
4 facies. Since the calcite/dolomite facies mix overlaps the remaining facies, it cannot be
resolved using the seismic scale, hence we only consider the high quality facies for inversion
later in this study (facies 1 to 4) and combine Facies 5 into 3 and 4.
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Figure 5.16: Rock physics model with constant mineralogy and porosity trends for isotropic
water saturated model. Dashed green line correspond to upper bound defined by log data
for dolomite.
Figure 5.17: RPM sensitivity analysis due to variation in mineralogy, saturation, fractures,
and pressure effects. Weyburn Field is utilized as an analog to determine pressure effect.
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5.4 Seismic Derived Facies
Quantifying anomalies detected on the acoustic impedance and velocity ratio maps is
vital to understand the reservoir spatial heterogeneities. A Bayesian classification is applied
to transform simultaneous inversion elastic volumes into facies volume. Figure 5.19 displays
the 2D probability density functions used for dolomite, calcite, shale, and anhydrite facies
with prior probability of 60%, 35%, 4%, and 1% respectively, based on well log informa-
tion. The 2D PDFs are not a function of depth and prior probability needs be adjusted
for target layers. The most probably facies at RRU4 is the reservoir facies (dolomite facies)
with patches of non-reservoir facies (calcite) using simultaneous pre-stack inversion elastic
volumes (Figure 5.9).
On the other hand, using the facies-based inversion, the most probable facies volume is
a by-product of the inversion as mentioned before. Thus, an automatic extraction at RRU4
horizon displays the interval mainly as reservoir rock (dolomite facies), as illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.21b.
Well logs and core analysis shows RRU4 as mainly dolomitic. Thus, the presence of
calcite facies is attributed to either 1) overlap of dolomite / calcite facies 2D PDFs and
their sensitivity to the prior user input, 2) resolution of the seismic with respect to the thin
approximately 20ft dolomite interval, 3) pressure effect that might cause the AI and Vp/Vs
to shift. However, facies-based inversion provides a more consistent facies distribution at
RRU4 with it being more dolomitic.
5.5 Seismic Derived Porosity
Porosity is the main driver for compressional and shear variations in the reservoir rock.
In addition, characterizing the lateral porosity variation helps in identifying potential flood
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Figure 5.18: Facies classification. Background trends correspond to developed rock physics
model.
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Figure 5.19: 2D probability density function for dolomite, calcite, shale and anhydrite facies.
pathways (water or CO2) or potential bypassed pay. Therefore, given the acoustic impedance
and Vp/Vs log in conjunction with the Red River RPM model (Figure 5.16), the operator
can determine the porosity distribution at any formation of interest. Consequently, Figure
5.20c and 5.21c shows the porosity distribution at RRU4 given 50% or more dolomite vol-
ume (expected reservoir facies) using simultaneous and facies-based inversion, respectively.
The upper bound for porosity extraction is identified by the dashed green line (Figure 5.16).
Porosity appears to be patchy or not identified at the entire RRU4 from simultaneous in-
version elastic volumes due to the identification mainly of non-reservoir rock. On the other
hand, porosity appears to be fully defined at RRU4 for the facies-based inversion method
(note that porosity has been quantified, but is not released due to confidentiality).
5.6 Inversion Method Comparison
Given the exact same seismic angle stacks, wavelets, and well log data but using 2 differ-
ent pre-stack inversion methods, distinct answers are reached for the same reservoir. Thus,
evaluating which method provides the accurate solution is vital to be able to proceed with
designing and optimizing any future development or EOR operations. Acoustic impedance
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Figure 5.20: Simultaneous inversion quantitative interpretation exact extractions at RRU4
horizon. (a) seismic amplitude, (b) most probably facies using 2D Bayesian classification,
and (c) porosity using RPM model between 50% dolomite trend and green dashed line (see
Figure 5.16).
Figure 5.21: Facies-based inversion quantitative interpretation exact extractions at RRU4
horizon. (a) seismic amplitude, (b) most probably facies from Facies-based inversion, and (c)
porosity using RPM model between 50% dolomite trend and green dashed line (see Figure
5.16).
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was relatively close between both inversion methods; however, Vp/Vs was significantly lower
in the facies-based inversion, as illustrated in Figure 5.22a-b. Knowing that RRU4 contains
mainly dolomite facies and comparing the inversion results to information obtained from
well logs (Figure 5.22d) shows that the facies-based inversion is proximal to the accurate
expected facies while the simultaneous inversion is under predicting the solution.
The final quality check is to compare seismic derived porosity to well data, as shown in
Figure 5.23. From the porosity log, the mean and standard deviation porosity was extracted
within the RRU4 interval and plotted on the horizontal axis. The porosity from the seismic
inversions was extracted at the corresponding well location(s) and plotted on the vertical
axis with a constant 2.5 p.u. standard deviation based on the RPM bin size with 50% or
more volume of dolomite as lower bound and dashed green line as the upper bound (Figure
6). It is clear that facies based inversion was able to predict porosity values closer to the
real data from logs regardless of the thinness of the reservoir while simultaneous inversion
underpredicted porosity significantly (and indeed classified the dolomite reservoir facies as
non-reservoir).
5.7 Summary
Delineation of dolomite (reservoir) and calcite (non-reservoir) rich zones for RRU4 is
attempted through two pre-stack inversion methods. The first inversion method is simul-
taneous inversion of pre-stack seismic in conjunction with a 2D Bayesian classification that
under predicted the expected porosity values. However, by adding additional information
gained from well logs and core description via facies-based inversion, we are able to retrieve
accurate results.
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Figure 5.22: Vp/Vs versus AI plot comparing inverted seismic properties at RRU4 and data
from well logs. (a) Simultaneous prestack inversion, (b) facies-based inversion, (c) overlay of
a and b cross plots, and (d) data from well logs in TWTT for dolomite and calcite.
Figure 5.23: RRU4 seismic derived porosity versus porosity from well data. Red dots repre-
sent 9 wells within Cabin Creek Unit. Porosity value at each well correspond to the mean log
value (red dot) for RRU4 interval and uncertainty bar (horizontal) is the standard deviation.
Seismic derived porosity is extracted at corresponding well location with 2.5 p.u. uncertainty
bar width (vertical). Blue line represents the 1:1 line.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Overall, this research demonstrates the ability to characterize a thin (20 ft) carbonate
reservoir interval at 9,000 ft below the surface at Cabin Creek Field, Montana. The workflow
combines building a rock physics model based on available well data and seismic analysis.
In this chapter, a summary, conclusions, and recommendations are presented from this study.
6.1 Summary
A summary of the rock physics model, sensitivity analysis and pre-stack inversion re-
search work is presented:
a) Rock Physics Model
A horizontal transverse isotropic (HTI) model was used to represent the Ordovician Red
River Formation. Varying a single rock parameter over its entire range while keeping other
parameters constant indicates the dominance of porosity and pore shape effect on com-
pressional and shear velocity followed by mineralogy, pressure, and fractures. Oil-water
saturation effects cannot be detected on a single compressional seismic survey. Due to the
HTI assumption, fracture density has no effect on the fast shear (S1) but ranks subsequent
to porosity on the slow shear (S2); hence, shear wave splitting analysis provides an estimate
of the fracture density present.
b) Sensitivity Analysis
Red River Formation is composed of interbedded dolomitic (reservoir) and calcitic (non-
reservoir) thin intervals. Rock composition and fluid variations within each interval affects
the seismic signal. Sensitivity analysis indicates that impedance variations within dolomite
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rich zones affect the signal amplitude of the overburden and underburden layers, while
impedance changes in calcite rich zone impacts the adjacent layers. Thus, regardless of
the thinness of the RRU4, porosity and mineralogy variations within target unit is encoded
into the seismic signal.
c) Pre-stack Inversion
Conventional simultaneous and facies-based pre-stack seismic inversion methods are applied
to transform seismic reflections data into quantifiable rock properties. Given the exact
wavelets and angle stacks, both methods generated facies and porosity volumes and each
method has its own advantages and disadvantages discussed as follows:
i) Simultaneous Inversion: The simultaneous inversion method is relatively ”quick” and
”simple” to apply. No prior knowledge of the litho-facies is required. The user needs to
be meticulous during the inversion parameterization and generation of the low frequency
model. Furthermore, an additional method is required to extract the litho-facies. In this
study, 2D Bayesian classification is exploited to convert the elastic impedance volumes into
facies. Seismic derived porosity values are under-predicted compared to the average interval
porosity from well logs.
ii) Facies-based inversion: The facies-based inversion is a new technique that incorporates
prior facies knowledge into the inversion process. The method is independent from traditional
low frequency related issues, such as bull’s eye effect, and takes advantage of facies-based
depth trends from the rock physics model. In addition, edge effects at the inversion window
are eliminated as the background model is defined everywhere and does not approach zero
in the absence of well logs. The low-frequency model and litho-facies volume are an output
of this method along with the traditional elastic properties. However, this method requires
considerable computational power and time and the output is sensitive to the input depth-
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trend analysis per facies. The seismic derived porosity values from this method are proximal
to the average interval porosity from well logs.
6.2 Conclusions
From the thesis research the following conclusions are made:
• The Red River RRU4 reservoir’s compressional wave signature is dominated by varia-
tions in porosity and pore shape, and secondarily by pressure, mineralogy, and fracture
density.
• A facies-based pre-stack inversion technique is able to generate an improved result in
quantifying porosity compared to the simultaneous pre-stack inversion method.
• Seismic inversion is a reliable tool for delineating zones of high porosity in RRU4.
6.3 Recommendations
Understanding the limitation of any measurement is important when analyzing and in-
terpreting the data. An imperfect match between modeled and real data is expected, and
can be traced to a set of physical limitations, assumptions, and data errors. Borehole mea-
surements and seismic data contain an inherent percentage of noise, error from acquisition
equipment, and processing of frequency limited data. In addition, a petrophysical evalua-
tion is subject to error by selecting the dominant minerals present during rock composition
inversion or defining rock properties. A list of recommendations is presented for acquiring
future datasets within Cabin Creek project.
a) Laboratory Experiments
Several assumptions are considered during parameterization of the rock physics model. Con-




Cabin Creek wells are generally logged over a limited interval surrounding the formation of
interest. In addition, they lack shear sonic measurements and a neural network is utilized to
predict synthetic shear logs in the absence of real sonic to perform simultaneous pre-stack
inversion. This step may enhance or propagate error from the input logs. Consequently,
newly collected log measurements should capture the over- and under-burden properties and
contain a full suite of measurements, especially dipole sonic and nuclear magnetic resonance
in additional to the traditional logs.
c) CO2 Monitoring
Detecting the CO2 plume limited to RRU4, 22ft interval thickness, via time-lapse seismic
survey will be challenging. The NRMS change within RRU4 due to CO2 replacing water
ranges between 13% and 18%. Additional analysis is required to determine the feasibility to
monitor CO2 operations using time-lapse seismic. New models should examine the effect of
flooding multiple intervals on the seismic signal and simulate reservoir fluid and rock compo-
sition variations due to the CO2 flood, such as pressure, porosity, fractures, and saturation
(oil, water, and CO2) effects. In addition, other geophysical methods such as permanent
borehole sensors and high resolution cross well tomography need to evaluated to determine
efficacy of each method in the Red River Formation.
d) Residual Oil Zones (ROZ)
Residual oil zones are zones of immobile oil present below the free oil-water contact of a
reservoir. Generally they contain less than 35% oil saturation that may be mobilized by
CO2 flooding but can not be mobilized by water flooding. Within the Red River, Interlake,
Stony Mountain, Mission Canyon, and other formations, oil migrated up-dip through the
porous intervals and fractures and were trapped at the crest of the anticline. Consequently,
a pilot CO2 EOR operation below the oil-water contact is recommended to test the ability
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to mobilize the residual oil and increase recoverable reserves within the anticline.
e) Multicomponent Seismic and Fracture Characterization
Knowledge of fractures is vital to characterize fluid pathways and fluid flow within a for-
mation. Fracture analysis is often studied through compressional seismic data alone by
inspecting velocity or amplitude variation with azimuth. The latter method requires a good
distribution of offsets for each azimuth and dipole well sonics to evaluate the fracture density
at the well locations. Fractures can not be resolved at RRU4 interval due to the layer thin-
ness; however, layer stripping and characterizing the fractures in the overburden formations
(Interlake, Mission Canyon, Stony Mountain) evaluates fracture variation with depth and
potential CO2 pathways using the available seismic survey. Acquiring multicomponent data
provides a robust and direct method in fracture analysis for different formations through
layer stripping and shear wave splitting. Thus, multicomponent seismic provide unique
information for lithology identification, fluid discrimination, fracture and stress field charac-
terization, and density estimation with respect to conventional P-wave and AVO results.
f) Reservoir Model
Well logs provide a high vertical resolution (0.5 ft) and couple of inches laterally into the
formation. On the other hand, seismic provides spatial information at the expense of lower
vertical resolution (order of 10s feet). Consequently, when building a reservoir model a sta-
tistical approach is recommended. The seismic inverted facies and porosity volumes can be
utilized to statistically populate the geocellular model by considering the data from wells as
hard constraints and seismic data as a soft constraint to generate the necessary variograms
and background trends. Therefore, given the limitation of the available data, a probabilistic
solution helps in evaluating alternative realizations and testing several scenarios compared
to a deterministic solution.
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